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Two Generations
From this brief outline of the social scene in France, and of
the broad social divisions whose alignment and conflicts found
reflection in the whole working of the democratic regime in
France, a few general conclusions may be drawn. These will be
further examined and illustrated in later chapters.
The story of the Third Republic falls into two equal parts—
two generations each with different interests and a different
social balance: and the watershed falls about the year 1905.
The thirty-five years between 1870 and 1905 were spent, in a
sense, in liquidating the past—in thrashing out the old con-
flicts between Church and State, clerical and anti-clerical,
Monarchy and Republic, militarism and parliamentarism. And
by 1905, the forces of anti-clerical, Republican parliamentar-
ism had triumphed. The Dreyfus case, the Bloc des Gauches and
the separation of Church and State cleared the old issues from
the arena. The thirty-five years between 1905 and 1940 were
spent, in a sense, in seeking working compromise within the
now established parliamentary Republic between new social
forces—the new industrial working class (the C.G.T. and the
Socialist movements) and the new industrial and financial
oligarchy. Dynastic, ecclesiastical and militarist issues were
replaced by social and economic issues; after 1918 the German
menace, though not killed, took a new and at first a less viru-
also \vith both the financial interests and the Quai d'Orsay (cf.
P. Allard: Le Quai d'Orsay (1938), p. 179 f.) The big perfumier,
Frangois Coty, owned L'Ami du Peuple, which was pro-Fascist and
even Bonapartist in outlook, but ceased publication in September
1938. He also owned Figaro, which had a circulation of some 50,000.
These and the two influential weeklies owned by the publisher Fayard
(Candide and Je Suis Partout) had their influence because they told
their readers what they akeady believed and wanted to hear. Far
wider in influence were the Paris-Sow, which was moderately Conserva-
tive and had a circulation of over 1,500,000: and Le Petit Parisien with
nearly i,ooosooo. The Communist paper, I9Humanity sold between
300,000 and 450,000 copies daily in 1938. See R. Manevy: Histoire de
la Presse, 1914 d 1939 (1945) for full details.

